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Chapter 77 This is the Last Message

“Arya, the company also have its policies. If every artist was like you then what is the point of having a managing company

then?” Davina purposely retaliated, “At most, if there is any arrangements you oppose, the company will respect your wishes.

We can discuss the other matters when we return home.”

Are hesitated for a moment, looked at Daniel and Caroline. She nodded reluctantly.

“One more thing, this will be the last time I have any filming relationship with Caroline. After we return home, I don’t want to be in

any scenes with her.”

Arya refused to give them the opportunity to use her.

Davina leaned back on her chair, waved her hand. “Alright, that’s fine.”

Many people were eager to have their names in the tabloids, but Arya on the hand, didn’t want anything to do her, so what is she

planning?

Davina watched Arya leave and sighed, “Daniel, keep a close eye on her.”

She had yet to see any artist successfully make a comeback in company, let alone Arya who only have two people by her side!

Sooner or later, Arya would realize her actions today were foolish. When that happens, the most popular actress in films and

television will be Caroline!

…

Luna and Julia were in awe for Arya after the way she showed her spunk today.

Davina’s tactics were famous in the industry. When Arya was negotiating with her, there was no fear or nervousness and she

managed to acquire special privileges.

Not only did she resolve the crisis of being jeopardized during filming overseas, she also negotiated to have the right to make her

own decisions.

Arya was graceful and didn’t say anything that would humiliate them. The thing she wanted was now rightfully hers.

They were in the conference room ready to sign the supplementary agreement, with many witnesses present. The agreement

will have the same legality as a contract the moment Arya signs it. Arya can then decline and reject any arrangements organized

by Brilliant Entertainment. She would definitely never be used by Caroline again.

The reality show was the best chance for Arya to prove her worth. The years of studying and working behind the scenes have

added strength to her performance. Caroline’s existence can be considered only as being part of the background.

She would use her ability to prove to everyone regardless of the time she has been gone from the limelight, her acting career

was in her control.

After Arya explaining the situation to Jason, he could only looked at her with more admiration.

“This industry needs more professional actors like you. I look forward to working with you in this collaboration.”

“Thank you, I will do my best.” Arya wasn’t concern that Jason didn’t want to work with her initially as she knew how things

worked in this industry.

Arya left the conference room together with Luna and Julia before Davina and the others did.

After that day, her relationship with Daniel became frosty. As she was imagining how bitter they were, Daniel sent her a

message.

“This is the last message I’m sending you. I am very disappointed in you. You’re no longer the pure and kind Arya that I know. If

you hurt Caroline again, I won’t let you off.”
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